I. Introduction
Attributed to Eusebius of Caesarea (ca. 260Ϫ340 C. E.), the ad Marinum ("To Marinus;" CPG 3470) testifies to a debate concerning the original conclusion to the Gospel of Mark and is of great importance to NT textual criticism Ϫ both ancient and modern. In response to Marinus' question, "How is it that the risen Savior appears 'on the evening of the Sabbath' in Matthew but 'early on the first day of the week' in Mark [16,2, 16,9]?," the second of two explanations given is that, whereas Matthew refers to the resurrection, Mark relates the time of the appearances of the risen Lord (cf. Mark 16,9Ϫ 14). Responding somewhat differently to the same question, the first answer states that the apparent discrepancy in timing between Matthew and Mark is a moot point for "the one who rejects the pericope which says this (o < … th + n tou &to fa * skousan perikoph + n a $ qetw & n) [Mark 16,9Ϫ20]," which "does not appear in all the copies of the Gospel according to Mark, [that is,] the 'accurate' copies (ta + … a $ kribh & tw & n a $ ntigra * fwn)." Notably, the ad Marinum offers a window to a point in time when "nearly all the copies" of Mark ended at Mark 16,8. Such a striking awareness of diverse readings among NT MSS calls for a full examination of questions concerning what copies of Mark were known to this and subsequent authors, the practice of 'textual criticism' in the early and medieval church and the significance of these claims for contemporary scholarship on the Markan endings.
In contrast to the testimony of the ad Marinum, roughly 99 % of the surviving copies of the Second Gospel agree with the Textus Receptus and include Mark 16,9Ϫ20 at some point after Mark 16, 8. 3 This article will study those writings that shed light on the manuscript history of the Longer Ending. Moreover, an explanation why so much of the surviving external evidence includes the Longer Ending as a part of Mark will also be given.
The Greek text of the Vatican MS containing the ad Marinum (Codex Vat. Palat. 220, s. x, f. 61Ϫ96) was first published by Cardinal Angelo Mai in 1825 and had previously been known to only a handful of scholars like Andreas Birch and Karl Lachmann. 4 No one to date has provided a thorough study of this writing or a complete English translation of it. John W. Burgon (1871) and William R. Farmer (1974) discussed selected parts of the ad Marinum to support their specious arguments for the Markan authorship of Mark 16,9Ϫ20. Unfortunately, the only other noteworthy attention given to this writing comes from B. F. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort (1881Ϫ1882), who wrote in response to many of Burgon's flawed inferences. Furthermore, although other scholars have referred, usually in passing, to the testimony of "Eusebius," they have not taken the context of the ad Marinum into account. The discussion to follow includes an introduction to this writing, the Greek text and a new translation of Parts IϪII.1, and an analysis of this author's claims concerning the textual history of Mark's Longer Ending and the original conclusion to the Second Gospel. An analysis of analogous statements in subsequent Christian writings will follow in the penultimate section of this article.
II. Content of the ad Marinum as a Whole and Questions of Authorship and Genre
The following introductory comments on the ad Marinum are offered with the recognition that much remains to be done with this important Christian writing that dates to the fourth century or earlier. The ad Marinum addresses a total of four questions, of which the first two are relevant for this investigation. As mentioned above, the first asks why the timing of the resurrection in Matt 28,1 (o $ye + sabba * twn) contradicts that of Mark 16,2 (prwi t| & mi{ & tw & n sabba * twn) and 16,9 (prwi prw * t| sabba * tou). The importance of answering such questions is easily recognized at a period when the four NT Gospels had been collected and alleged discrepancies in scripture were alternately scrutinized by critics like Celsus (ca. 170 C. E.) and Porphyry (ca. 232/3Ϫ305 C. E.), and addressed by Christians like this author.
In Part I of the ad Marinum, what follows the first question about Matt 28 and Mark 16 is not one but two different answers. The first answer claims that the majority of the best MSS of the Gospel of Mark end at Mark 16,8. As a result, any alleged contradiction between the narratives of Matthew and Mark does not, in fact, pose a problem since the Longer Ending is not an authentic part of Mark. By contrast, the second answer to this question disputes that there is an actual discrepancy between Matt 28 and Mark 16 and argues that each evangelist refers to a different event: whereas Matthew refers to the resurrection, Mark points to subsequent appearances of Jesus. There is thus no contradiction between Matt 28,1Ϫ20 and Mark 16,1Ϫ20. Furthermore, this second response maintains that, because the accounts of Matthew and "Mark" complement one another, one does not need to, and should not, question the reception of the Longer Ending as scripture.
An analysis of Part I of the ad Marinum is of particular significance because the first answer to the question corroborates the testimony of Vaticanus (B), Sinaiticus (a) and certain other witnesses (for example, S s , it k ), which do not contain Mark 16,9Ϫ20. Moreover, the second answer reflects an approach to scripture that contributes to an explanation how this originally minority reading eventually came to be attested in almost all of the surviving MSS.
With regard to the authorship of this writing, the ad Marinum is attributed to Eusebius and receives its name because the author writes as though responding to the questions of a certain Marinus. On the basis of rather little evidence, scholars for nearly two centuries have unquestioningly accepted the Eusebian designation. The evidence for this ascription stems primarily from the superscription in the Vatican codex published by Mai. The ascription is also attested in later Syriac fragments of this material and in certain later Christian writings. 5 The attribution to Eusebius, which has never been questioned, needs to be tested, but such an inquiry lies beyond the scope of this investigation. 6 Mai describes the word as a "brief epitome (e $klogh + e $n su *ntom})" of a longer work. Assuming the plausibility of Eusebian authorship, it is possible that the ad Marinum, as well as two writings addressed ad Stephanum ("To Stephanus"), represent parts of Eusebius' lost work On the Inconsistencies of the Gospels. 8 As Westcott and Hort note, at certain points the compact and sometimes awkward syntax occurring in the ad Marinum is consistent with the condensing work of an epitomizer. 9 Less accurate, however, is W. Farmer's characterization of this writing as fragmentary. 10 An additional question concerns the amount of this abridged work which may have been lost. As noted above, Burgon and Farmer conclude that a significant portion of Eusebius' work has not survived. This author's two writings To Stephanus are concerned with resolving inconsistencies toward the beginning of the Gospels. 11 In his Preface to the ad Marinum, the author claims to be "skipping over the middle parts (ta + me *sa parelqw * n)" of the Gospels and "proceeding next to the questions that are always being raised by everyone at the end of" these writings. Unclear, however, is whether the "skipping" is being done by the original author or by the later condenser of this material. Burgon and Farmer seem to infer that the epitomizer has omitted volumes edited by Mai, or in volume 22 of Migne's Patrologia graeca. A more detailed study of the whole of the ad Marinum in its own cultural and apologetic context is also beyond the scope of this investigation. On this genre as a whole, see G. Bardy, La littérature patristique des « QUAESTIONES ET RESPONSIONES » sur l'É criture Sainte, RB 41 (1932) 211Ϫ236.341Ϫ369.515Ϫ537; 42 (1933) 14Ϫ30, 211Ϫ229.328Ϫ352; C. Curti, Art. Quaestiones et Responsiones on Holy Scripture, Encyclopedia of the Early Church 2 (1992) 727Ϫ728. 8 So Burgon, Verses (see n. 6), 30Ϫ31; Westcott/Hort, New Testament (see n. 6), 2,30Ϫ 31 (the surviving extracts "are extant in a condensed form," 31); Farmer, Verses (see n. 6), 3. Aware of the redactional influences that may have shaped such an epitome, Burgon also offers that it "may reasonably be doubted" that the first question-and-answer section "came [exactly] from the pen of Eusebius" (Verses [see n. 6], 42Ϫ43). Moreover, "in some instances amputation would probably be a more fitting description of what has taken place" (43). Somewhat curiously, however, Burgon expresses confidence that a complete copy of this lost work by Eusebius, once discovered, will not "exhibit anything essentially different from what is contained in" the first section (44). 9 Westcott/Hort, New Testament (see n. 6), 2,31Ϫ32. Examples are listed in the notes to the English translation offered below (see nn. 16 and 22). 10 Farmer typically refers to this writing as "the Mai fragments" (Verses [see n. 6], 3). For example, he infers, "… the four questions in the text published by Mai represent only a small selection from the latter portion of a much larger work" (3). The designation of this writing as "fragments" is not apt for describing the extended arguments offered in response to the questions raised in the writing. In short, there is a significant difference between an epitome, on the one hand, and isolated "fragments," on the other. 11 The sixteen questions addressed in the ad Stephanum focus on the birth narratives of Matthew and Luke and especially on interpreting the genealogies (Matt 1,2Ϫ17, Lk 3,23Ϫ38). For the Greek text of the epitome of the two writings addressed ad Stephanum, see Mai, bibliothecae (see n. 4), 4,219Ϫ254 ϭ PG 22,879Ϫ936.
numerous answers to perplexities among the middle parts of the Gospels. If, as is perhaps more likely, the original author chose to address only issues stemming from the opening and concluding pericopes of the NT Gospels, then no significant portion of the work(s) would necessarily have been lost. Nonetheless, since Jerome's letter (discussed below) knows of twelve questions, the original content of the ad Marinum must remain an open question. Despite the many uncertainties concerning the authorship, origin and original content of the ad Marinum, there is much to be learned from a close examination of its opening sections.
III. Text and Translation
The Greek text reproduced here is the revised text published by Mai in 1847. Certain differences between Mai's 1847 text and that of his 1825 edition, as well as that subsequently published in J.-P. Migne's Patrologia graeca, are discussed in the notes. The rather sparse enumeration offered here for individual sections of the ad Marinum corresponds to Mai's edition, and the translation of the ad Marinum IϪII.1 is my own. 12 The writer offers this translation and critical discussion of parts of the ad Marinum in the hope that they will lead to further study of this important text.
Tw & n e $n toi &v qeopneu *stoiv eu $aggeli *oiv 13 Having already formerly labored over peri + th + n a $ rch + n a $ poroume *nwn zhthma * twn two compositions made up of perplexing kai + lu *sewn, du *o peponhkw + v h > dh pro *teron questions in the divinely-inspired Gospels suggra * mmata, 14 pa * reimi nu &n, ta + me *sa parnear the beginning and of the week"? 18 aЈ. Tou *tou ditth + a / n ei >h h < lu *siv‚ o < me +n 1. The solution to this might be twofold. ga + r (to + kefa * laion au $to +) th + n tou &to For, on the one hand, the one who rejects fa * skousan perikoph + n a $ qetw & n, 16 ei >poi a / n the passage itself, [namely] the pericope mh + e $n a % pasin au $th + n fe *resqai toi &v a $ ntigra * -which says this, might say that it does not foiv tou & kata + Ma * rkou eu $aggeli *ou‚ ta + gou &n appear in all the copies of the Gospel a $ kribh & tw & n a $ ntigra * fwn to + te *lov periaccording to Mark. At any rate, the accurate gra * fei th & v kata + to +n Ma * rkon i <stori *av e $n ones of the copies define the end of the toi &v lo *goiv tou & o $fqe *ntov neani *skou tai &v history according to Mark with the words of gunaixi + kai + ei $rhko *tov au $tai &v «mh + fobei &sqe, the young man who appeared to the women $Ihsou &n zhtei &te to +n nazarhno *n‚» kai + toi &v and said to them, "Do not fear. You are e <xh & v, oi 'v e $pile *gei‚ « kai + a $ kou *sasai e >fugon, seeking Jesus the Nazarene" 19 and the kai + ou $deni + ou $de +n ei #pon, e $fobou &nto ga * r. » [words] that follow. In addition to these, it tions arise from the opening portions of the Gospels, and the two works addressed ad Stephanum (mentioned above in this article [see n. 11] ) provide the resolutions. 16 Westcott/Hort explain the compact and somewhat redundant syntax of o < me +n ga + r (to + kefa * laion au $to +) th + n tou &to fa * skousan perikoph + n a $ qetw & n as the work of a later epitomizer who brought similar parts of this writing together: "Some slight roughnesses in the Greek of this passage are evidently due to condensation. Thus the duplicate phrases in the apposition, to + kefa * laion au $to * and th + n tou &to fa * skousan perikoph + n …, may very possibly have been brought together from different sentences" (New Testament [see n. 6], 2,31). Less helpful is Burgon, who rejects th + n tou &to fa * skousan perikoph * n as "probably a gloss, explanatory of to + kefa * laion au $to *" (Verses [see n. 6], 45 note r). 17 The adverb o $ye * usually means "after a long time" or "late." It is to be differentiated from prwi, and thus (prwi prw * t| sabba * tou). Yet the words fai *netai e $ghgerme *nov seem to have been drawn from Mark's Longer Ending (cf. e $fa * nh, Mark 16,9; e $ghgerme *non, Mark 16,14). 19 This citation of Mark 16,6 (mh + fobei &sqe, $Ihsou &n zhtei &te to +n nazarhno *n) reflects assimilation to Matt 28,5 (mh + fobei &sqe u <mei &v, oi #da ga + r o %ti $Ihsou &n to +n e $staurwme *non zhtei &te).
says, 20 "And having heard [this] they fled, and they said nothing to anyone, for they were afraid." 21 $En tou *t} ga +r scedo +n e $n a %pasi toi &v a $ntiFor in this way the ending of the Gospel gra * foiv tou & kata + Ma *rkon eu $aggeli *ou periaccording to Mark is defined in nearly all the ge *graptai to + te *lov‚ ta + de + e <xh &v spani *wv e >n copies. The things that appear next, seldom tisin a $ll$ ou $k e $n pa &si 22 fero *mena peritta + 25 There is an element of ambiguity in the translation of ei >per, which can mean "if," "if indeed" or "since." The last of these is most apt for the passage above because the author seems to have conceded the fact of the contradiction and intended the meaning "since." 26 On the translation of e >coien, see LSJ s. v. e >cw, A. Trans. I. 4. 27 Note the hendiadys in paraitou *menov kai + pa * nth a $ nairw & n. The participle paraitou *menov is construed as expressing purpose (LSJ II.2.a). 28 The adverb o <pwsou &n could also be construed as meaning "ever so little," "ever so seldom," or even "however seldom." In the above context it could refer either to the brevity of Mark 16,9Ϫ20 as compared with the length of the Second Gospel or, more likely, to the means by which the Longer Ending may have come to be associated with the Gospel of Mark. That is to say, "someone else" would never consider setting aside a passage like Mark 16,9Ϫ20, regardless of whether Mark wrote it and, moreover, of how it came to be added to the Second Gospel. 29 Lit.: "the Scripture of the Gospels." 30 Note the change from the optative mood above (ei >poi) to the indicative mood (fhsi *) in the second explanation. Diplh * n: i. e., there are two readings. , "and having risen early on the Ma * rkon, meta + diastolh & v a $ nagnwso *meqa‚ first day of the week" according to Mark we kai + meta + to + a $ nasta * v de +, u <posti *xomen‚ kai + will read with a pause: after the "and having th + n dia * noian a $ fori *somen tw & n e <xh & v e $pilegorisen" we will insert a comma. And we will me *nwn‚ ei #ta to + me +n a $ nasta + v a / n, e $pi + th + n separate the meaning of the [words] that are para + t} & Matqai *} o $ye + sabba * twn‚ to *te read afterward. Thus, on the one hand, we ga + r e $gh * gerto‚ to + 35 $Au $th * n, referring to th + n … dia * noian ("meaning"). 36 Cf. a $ nagnwso *meqa above. 37 The definite article in e $pi + th * n refers to th + n dia * noian above. 38 Construing a / n … suna * ywmen as a conditional subjunctive. 39 On u <postatiko *n see LSJ s. v. u <postatiko *v, II.2. kata + to +n Matqai &on o $ye + tou & sabba * tou‚ is not [that] he "rose early" but much earlier, to *te ga + r a $ nasta + v e $fa * nh t| & Mari *{, ou $ to *te according to Matthew, "late on the Sabbath." a $ lla + prwi‚ w < v pari *stasqai e $n tou *toiv For, "having risen" at that time, he appeared kairou +v du *o‚ to +n me +n ga + r th & v a $ nasta * sewv to Mary, not at that time, 41 while standing at the tomb "on the first day of the week?" aЈ. Ou $de +n a / n zhthqei *h kata + tou +v to *-1. Nothing would be disputed about these pouv, ei $ to + o $ye + sabba * twn mh + th + n e <sper-passages, if we would understand the [exinh + n w % ran th + n meta + th + n h < me *ran tou & sab-pression] "late on the Sabbath" to designate, ba * tou le *gesqai u <pola * boimen, w % v tinev u <pei-not the evening hour which is after the day lh * fasin, a $ lla + to + bradu + kai + o $ye + th & v nukto +v of the Sabbath, 45 <pta + e $xelhlu *qei), as well as numerous witnesses to Mark 16,9 (e. g., A C 3 S Y f 1.13 ). 41 I. e., at the same time as he had risen. Both instances of the adverb to *te refer to the same point in time, namely "late on the Sabbath" (Matt 28,1). 42 Construing w < v … du *o as a consecutive clause (Smyth § 3000). 43 The accusative case of to *n is governed by kairou +v du *o. and begins again below with w % ste to +n au $to +n scedo +n noei &sqai kairo +n … . Farmer also does not seem to be aware that Burgon's translation ends with e %na kai + to +n au $to +n dhlou &si cro *non diafo *roiv r <h * masi, omitting the last lines of Part II.1. 45 That is, Saturday evening. Note the contrast between the evening of Saturday (mh + th + n e <sperinh + n w % ran th + n meta + th + n h < me *ran tou & sabba * tou) and late during the night between Saturday and Sunday (o $ye + th & v nukto +v th & v meta + to + sa * bbaton).
shmai *nontev t} & tro *p}‚ o %qen w % sper dieing the evening or the twilight. 46 Rather, we rmhneu *wn au $to +v e <auto +n o < Matqai &ov meta + are indicating in this manner [something] to + o $ye + sabba * twn, e $ph * gage t| & e $pifwmuch later. Accordingly, Matthew, as though skou *s|‚ fhsi * 48 dhladh + w % r{ t| & loipo +n 49 he himself were interpreting himself, added h > dh u <pofainou *s| kai + e $pifwskou *s| ei $v th + n "at the lighting up" after 47 the [expression] kuriakh + n h < me *ran, 50 h % tiv h # n o $ye + kai + po *r $r <w "late on the Sabbath." He clearly speaks loipo +n e $lau *nousa tw & n sabba * twn‚ le *lekwith reference to the hour which was then tai de + o $ye + tou & sabba * tou para + tou & e <r-already glimmering and "lighting up" of the mhneu *santov th + n grafh * n‚ 51 o < me +n ga + r eu $-Lord's day. This hour was "late" and was aggelisth + v Matqai &ov e <braidi glw * tt| pa-then far advanced into the Sabbath. "Late on re *dwke to + eu $agge *lion‚ o < de + e $pi + th + n e <llh * -the Sabbath" is to be read by the one who nwn fwnh + n metabalw + n au $to +, th + n e $pifwsinterprets the scripture. For the evangelist kou &san w % ran ei $v th + n kuriakh + n h < me *ran, o $ye + Matthew handed down the Gospel in the Hesabba * twn prosei &pen‚ w % ste to +n au $to +n brew language, and the one who translated scedo +n noei &sqai kairo +n, h / to +n sfo *dra e $git into the Greek language 54 called the hour gu +v, para + toi &v eu $aggelistai &v diafo *roiv "lighting up" of the Lord's day "late on the o $no *masi 52 tethrhme *non‚ mhde *n te diafe *rein Sabbath." As a result, nearly the same time, Matqai &on ei $rhko *ta « o $ye + de + sabba * twn t| & or a [time] very close, was intended by the e $pifwskou *s| ei $v mi *an sabba * twn h # lqe Maevangelists, 55 although it was preserved in ri *a 53 h < Magdalhnh + kai + h < a > llh Mari *a different words. Further, Matthew differs in qewrh & sai to +n ta * fon » $Iwa * nnou fh * santov no way from John, since the former says, 46 Lit.: "the [time] after the setting of the sun." 47 Cf. Matt 28,1 (o $ye + de + sabba * twn t| & e $pifwskou *s| ei $v mi *an sabba * twn ktl.), where t| & e $pifwskou *s| follows o $ye + de + sabba * twn. 48 I construe dhladh * as an adverb modifying fhsi * and have thus altered Mai's punctuation from e $ph * gage t| & e $pifwskou *s| fhsi *‚ dhladh + to e $ph * gage t| & e $pifwskou *s|‚ fhsi * dhladh + . 49 The two occurrences of loipo *n in this sentence appear in contexts referring to a future point in time (cf. the third definition for loipo *v in LSJ, 477). Both are left untranslated because an English equivalent would make both phrases overly redundant. 50 Presumably following the codex, Mai punctuates this phrase with a comma after u <pofai-nou *s| (u <pofainou *s|, kai + e $pifwskou *s| ei $v th + n kuraikh + n h < me *ran) but does not include one in his Latin translation (suberat atque illucescebat in diem dominicum). I have removed this comma from the Greek text above and translated u <pofainou *s| kai + e $pifwskou *s| as part of the same phrase. 51 Mai's Latin translation is quite different at this point: Id vero tempus a scripturae evangelicae interprete sero sabbati appellatum est ("In truth this time is pronounced by the interpreter of the gospel scripture [as] 'late on the Sabbath.' "). 52 Lit.: "with different names." Cf. diafo *roiv r <h * masi later in II.1. 53 Compare with Matt 28,1: … h # lqen Maria + m h < Magdalhnh + kai + h < a > llh Mari *a qewrh & sai to +n ta * fon. The Nestle-Aland 27 lists no variant reading corresponding to h # lqe. In addition, Mari *a agrees with A D Q f 1.13 and the Textus Receptus. 54 Cf. Eusebius, h. e. III 39,16 summarizing Papias: "Matthew collected (sunta * ssw) the oracles in the Hebrew language (dia * lektov), and each person interpreted (e <rmhneu *w) them as he was able." See also below in the ad Marinum, where the author of the Fourth Gospel is referred to as an interpreter of Matthew (o < diermhneu *wn ktl.). 55 That is, the evangelists Matthew and John.
«t| & de + mi{ & tw & n sabba * twn e >rcetai Mari *a h < "Late on the Sabbath, at the lighting up of Magdalhnh + prwi ei $v to + mnhmei &on e >ti ou >shv the first day of the week, Mary Magdalene skoti *av.» platukw & v ga + r e %na kai + to +n au $to +n and the other Mary came to see the tomb," dhlou &si 56 cro *non diafo *roiv r <h * masi‚ o < me *n and the latter, "On the first day of the week Matqai &ov o $ye +, a $ nti + tou & bra * dion‚ kai + o $ye + Mary Magdalene came early to the tomb th & v nukto +v o $noma * sav prwi, o < diermhneu *wn 57 while it was still dark." For, broadly speake $ph * gage to + skoti *av ou >shv, 58 i %na mh * tiv to +n ing, they signify one and the same time in o >rqron le *gein au $to +n u <pola * boi‚ w < v kai + o < different words. For Matthew [wrote] "late" Matqai &ov t} & o $ye + sabba * twn, i %na mh + th + n instead of later. And [John], who interprets e <sperinh + n w % ran nomi *seie * tiv le *gesqai, pro-[Matthew], called late in the night "early" se *qhke to + t| & e $pifwskou *s| ei $v mi *an sab-and added the [expression] "while it was still ba * twn‚ e $pei + kai + a $ kribw & v ou 'tov sabba * tou dark," lest someone should suppose that he ei #pen th + n o $yi *an, mh * tiv th + n e <spe *ran u <pola * -referred to the dawn. So also Matthew [28,1] boi le *gesqai th + n meta + h < li *ou dusma + v, a $ lla + added the [expression] "at the lighting up of sabba * twn fhsi +n o $ye *.
the first day of the week" to "late on the Sabbath," lest someone should think that the evening hour was meant. Since this [evangelist] also spoke precisely about the evening of the Sabbath, no one should suppose that twilight is meant; he says rather, "late on the Sabbath."
IV. Biblical Interpretation in the ad Marinum
The first question of the ad Marinum discusses a possible contradiction between the chronologies of Matt 28 and Mark 16. A brief review of certain terms occurring in Matt 28,1, Mark 16,2, Mark 16,9 and John 20,1 helps one to recognize the points at which this author refers, oftentimes in passing and with abbreviated citation(s), to one or more of these verses. kai + diagenome *nou tou & sabba * tou Mari *a h < Magdalhnh + kai + Mari *a h < [tou &] $Iakw * bou kai + Salw * mh h $ go *rasan a $ rw * mata i %na e $lqou &sai a $ lei *ywsin au $to *n. kai + li *an prwi t| & mi{ & tw & n sabba * twn e >rcontai e $pi + to + mnhmei &on a $ natei *lantov tou & h < li *ou. And after the Sabbath had passed, Mary Magdalene, Mary the [mother] of James and Salome bought spices in order that they might come and anoint him. And very early on the first day of the week they came to the tomb after the sun had risen. (Mark 16,1Ϫ2) 56 Mai indicates that the codex reads dhlou &n. 57 Note the anacoluthon: after o < me *n Matqai &ov one would expect o < de + diermhneu *wn. 58 Apparently referring to John 20,1 (Mari *a h < Magdalhnh + e >rcetai prwi skoti *av e >ti ou >shv ei $v to + mnhmei &on). The argument seems to presuppose that Matthew was a source interpreted by the author of the Fourth Gospel.
a $ nasta + v de + prwi prw * t| sabba * tou e $fa * nh prw & ton Mari *{ t| & Magdalhn| , par' h ' v e $kbeblh * kei e <pta + daimo *nia. And having risen early on the first day of the week, he appeared first to Mary Magdalene, from whom he had cast out seven demons. (Mark 16,9) t| & de + mi{ & tw & n sabba * twn Mari *a h < Magdalhnh + e >rcetai prwi skoti *av e >ti ou >shv ei $v to + mnhmei &on kai + ble *pei to +n li *qon h $ rme *non e $k tou & mnhmei *ou. On the first day of the week Mary Magdalene came early while it was still dark to the tomb and saw that the stone had been taken away from the tomb. (John 20,1) Among the terms highlighted above are those in Matthew and Mark to which the author of the ad Marinum refers repeatedly. In Matthew's account, o $ye + … sabba * twn ("late on the Sabbath") designates a point in time late in the night on Saturday. With li *an prwi t| & mi{ & tw & n sabba * twn ("very early on the first day of the week"), Mark had placed the beginning of his pericope somewhat later, namely on Sunday morning. 59 Thus, the chronology to be reconciled concerns the disparity between Matthew (Saturday evening: o $ye *) and Mark (Sunday morning: prwi).
Two strikingly different Ϫ and, it may be added, logically incompatible Ϫ solutions are offered in response to the first question. The first answer maintains that, since the "accurate" copies of Mark end at Mark 16,8, the difficulty is resolved by omitting Mark 16,9Ϫ20 from the Second Gospel. The Longer Ending appears only "scarcely (spani *wv)" in certain copies of the "history (i <stori *a)" or "Gospel (eu $agge *lion)" according to Mark. The spurious passage may thus be dispensed with, especially in the case that it should contradict another Gospel like Matthew.
Differently from the first, the second answer to this first question maintains that, whereas Matthew refers to the timing of the resurrection, "Mark" 60 describes an appearance subsequent to the resurrection. This latter argument hinges on the occurrences of the adverb prwi in Mark 16,2 (li *an prwi t| & mi{ & tw & n sabba * twn e >rcontai) and in 16,9 (a $ nasta + v de + prwi prw * t| sabba * -tou e $fa * nh). Mark 16,2, like Matt 28,1, refers to the point at which the women visited Jesus' tomb. The opening verse of the Longer Ending, however, relates the timing of both Jesus' resurrection and his post-resurrection appearance to Mary Magdalene (Mark 16,9). This solution ignores the occurrence of prwi in Mark 16,2 and focuses instead on the one in Mark 16,9. 61 Matthew, then, 59 In the above discussion I assume the chronological priority of Mark. Lk 24,1 (t| & de + mi{ & tw & n sabba * twn o >rqrou baqe *wv e $pi + to + mnh & ma h # lqon fe *rousai a = h # toi *masan a $ rw * mata) and John 20,1 (cited above) agree with the timing of Mark. Among the NT Gospels, then, the chronology of Matt 28,1 (cited above) is distinctive. In his own day, Matthew could, and did, revise Mark as he saw fit. The distinctive terminology in Matthew would probably not have posed a problem until after the NT Gospels had been collected and compared with one another. 60 That is, Mark 16,1Ϫ20 (both vv. 1Ϫ8 and vv. 9Ϫ20). 61 With Westcott/Hort, who note that Mark 16,9 is "incorrectly combined with" Mark 16,2 (New Testament [see n. 6], 2,31).
can be said to designate the timing of the resurrection "late" on Saturday evening, while Mark places the appearance to Mary "early" . The solution to this second question maintains that Matthew's designation ("late on the Sabbath" ϭ Saturday night) does, in fact, correspond to that of John ("on the first day of the week" ϭ Sunday morning). Thus again follows the conclusion that there is no contradiction between the testimony of the NT evangelists. 62 A critical evaluation of this answer as compared with the two offered in Part I of the ad Marinum will be offered in the following two sections of this article.
V. Evaluation of the Claims and Implicit Assumptions of the ad Marinum's Second Answer to Question One
Each of the three answers discussed above Ϫ the two answers to question one and the first answer to question two Ϫ could by itself lay claim to having 'resolved' a single alleged discrepancy between two (or more) biblical passages. There is occasion for pause, however, when one finds them together within the same writing, for they are not logically compatible. With regard to the tension within Part I, the two answers to the first question cannot be harmonized: either one rejects the Longer Ending as a part of Mark, or one distinguishes between the timing of Matthew's reference to the resurrection, 62 The remainder of Part II of the ad Marinum develops, with additional examples and argumentation, this same thesis concerning the compatibility of the chronologies of Matthew 28 and John 20 (Part II.2Ϫ3), as well as of the identity of the women (Matthew) or woman (John) who visited the tomb (Part II.4Ϫ7). For example, in Part II.2 it is argued that Matthew ou $k ei $pw + n e <spe *ran tou & sabba * tou, ou $de + o $ye + sabba * tou ("did not say the evening of the sabbath but 'late on the Sabbath' "). Moreover, in Part II.7 an allusion to Mark 16,9 in relation to this latter argument concerning the identity of Mary Magdalene is not pertinent to the text-critical problem of the ending of Mark. As mentioned above (see n. 12), the rest of Part II and Parts III and IV comprise the remaining three-fourths of the ad Marinum and are not translated or discussed here because they do not bear directly upon the subject at hand. on the one hand, and Mark's (and John's) description of the subsequent appearance to Mary, on the other. The author's initial suggestion, then, that these two answers may be complementary Ϫ namely, "the solution to this might be twofold (tou *tou ditth + a / n ei >h h < lu *siv)" Ϫ is simply not tenable. 63 Furthermore, equally puzzling is the fact that the second answer to question one also stands in contrast to the answer immediately following question two. In the former response, the event related in Matthew (the resurrection) is prior to that in Mark (the appearance to Mary), and that in Mark is said to be the same as in John. 64 The first response to question two, however, maintains that Matthew and John depict in complementary ways the same timing of the appearance to Mary. Thus, there are at least two conspicuous contradictions in these three answers. As a result, any analysis of a certain part of this writing Ϫ for example, of claims concerning the original conclusion to Mark or the textual history of the Longer Ending Ϫ must take into account the puzzling elements of the composition as a whole.
Also noteworthy is that the first answer to question one and the answer to question two are compatible with one another. Were one to regard the second answer to question one as a later addition to the ad Marinum, both of the contradictions noted above could be accounted for. Alternately, one could perhaps posit, as J. Burgon did over a century ago, that the first answer to question one reflects an opinion different from that of the author of the ad Marinum. Burgon thought that the first answer probably comes from Origen and that the second answer stems from Eusebius himself, who corrected an earlier author like Origen. 65 Although usually standing in counterpoint to Bur- 63 Against Farmer, who takes the statement at face value (Verses [see n. 6], 6Ϫ7). An oftoverlooked problem, moreover, is that many scholars who cite "Eusebius" as a witness either for or against the authenticity of the Longer Ending highlight the answer that is more congenial to their argument without explaining the origin of the other conflicting testimony. Indeed, the ultimate origin of the various pieces of tradition collected in this and other Quaestiones et Responsiones constitutes a daunting and promising, yet sadly neglected, area of research. 64 According to the second answer to question one, the event related in Matthew would have to be different from and prior also to that in John. 65 Burgon argued that Eusebius himself had both added and championed the second answer, which implicitly affirms the authenticity of Mark 16,9Ϫ20 and, in Burgon's view, may be as old as Origen in the third century C. E. (Verses [see n. 6], 38Ϫ69, esp. 38Ϫ51). Burgon's interpretation of the ad Marinum, moreover, follows two lines. First, Burgon questions whether Eusebius himself actually doubted the authenticity of the Longer Ending and maintains that this church father merely quoted the opinions of others without agreeing with them. Second, Burgon argues that other patristic witnesses were dependent upon the ad Marinum and, like "Eusebius," merely quoted a position which was not their own. This line of reasoning apparently comes in response to Tischendorf and Tregelles, who portrayed the first solution as the opinion of Eusebius. Burgon merely suggests the opposite point of view. For a more detailed critique of Burgon's larger argument concerning the authenticity of the Longer Ending, see S. L. Cox, A History and Critique of gon's conclusions, Westcott and Hort agree with him on this source-critical question: they "strongly suspect" that this was the case but note correctly that the source-critical question "cannot be decided." 66 There is much to be said for Westcott and Hort's cautious and partial agreement with Burgon on this point, for the use of the optative mood for this first answer suggests reservations on the part of the (final) author. Whereas Burgon explored the different answers to the first question in Part I, W. Farmer has more recently focused on the contradiction between Parts I and II of this writing. 67 Farmer maintains that "fragment two" (Part II) belongs to Eusebius and that the testimony dealing with the Longer Ending in "fragment one" (Part I) is even older. Although noting the difference between the answers of I.2 and II.1 is an important insight, Farmer offers no reason why Part I should be considered older than Part II. 68 Of primary concern to this study is the fact that the final Ϫ or, perhaps more likely, the original Ϫ author was content to offer these three answers in the same writing. Such inconsistencies within the ad Marinum justify the inference that its author's main interest lies not, for example, in presenting textcritical observations concerning Mark's Longer Ending. On the contrary, and as the Preface states, his aim here and elsewhere is to offer resolutions to perplexing questions (a $ poroume *nwn zhthma * twn kai + lu *sewn … suggra * mmata) stemming from the accounts of the NT Gospels. Accordingly, the writing's primary purpose is to defend the integrity of scripture; thus, the author need not insist upon one particular way of responding to the questions. dices [see n. 6], 445). 67 As is discussed above, the second answer to question one explains that the event Matthew purportedly relates (i. e., the resurrection) is prior to that in Mark and John (i. e., the appearance to Mary). Farmer refers to the difference between "fragments" one and two but actually compares only Parts I.2 and II. 1 of the ad Marinum. As is also mentioned above (see n. 10), Farmer refers to the various Parts of the ad Marinum as "the Mai fragments." 68 Farmer, Verses (see n. 6), 5Ϫ6. Building upon the conjecture of a third-century date (that is, before Eusebius) for "fragment one," Farmer suggests that the scribes of Origen's Alexandria probably deleted the Longer Ending from early copies of Mark (59Ϫ75). He begins his assessment of the external evidence in Part One with this interpretation of the ad Marinum and then proceeds to interpret numerous other patristic witnesses in light of this conjecture. His interpretation of the ad Marinum (3Ϫ13) is thus crucial to the larger questionable hypothesis that the Longer Ending was deleted by Alexandrian scribes. Since Farmer, like Burgon, offers no credible reason for his dating of the traditions within the ad Marinum I.2ϪII.1, the inferences he draws regarding the Longer Ending's textual history are also not compelling. 69 Thus, if there is any overt bias in this testimony concerning the Longer Ending, it lies in the author's having taken part in this apologetic enterprise. Such an undertaking should It is probably for this reason that this author can write concerning question one that "the solution to this might be twofold." Although the author himself seems to favor the second answer to question one, whether one accepts the first or the second answer, parts of both solutions or perhaps some other resolution is not of primary concern to him. As long as it is agreed that alleged contradicitions are indeed resolved, the author would presumably not care about one's particular view of the manuscript evidence pertaining to Mark 16,9Ϫ20. These issues concerning the witness of certain MSS are discussed in the ad Marinum only because they are of possible use in resolving the first question. Had this particular question about Matt 28 and Mark 16 never been a concern, it is likely that the precious information contained in the answer concerning the content of MSS of Mark would not have been preserved here. As is discussed below, the same could also have been true for subsequent Christian writings that seem to know the ad Marinum's statements concerning the end of the Second Gospel.
VI. Text-Critical Implications of the ad Marinum's Second Answer to Question One
One reason that the harmonizing second answer to the first question could have been deemed necessary is that some people in the early church may not have welcomed the information of the first answer concerning disparate readings in Gospel MSS. The use of the optative mood in the first answer to question one (for example, ei >poi), which calls attention to the tentative nature of the suggestion, 70 might also anticipate the rejoinder that, although a certain question concerning Matt 28 and Mark 16 can be answered on these grounds, other more troubling problems concerning the reliability of the text of the Gospels could be raised by such a response.
A previously unacknowledged point is that this second answer supports an explanation why nearly all of the surviving manuscripts of the Second Gospel include Mark 16,9Ϫ20 at some point after 16,8. According to this answer, all readings, even rare ones, should be preserved and esteemed. The implication of this tendency is that one should regard positively "someone else, who does not dare to set aside anything whatsoever of the things which appear, by whatever means, the text of the Gospels." Such a primary criterion not necessarily discredit the value of this person's testimony, for it is highly unlikely that an apologist would have fabricated or highly exaggerated the solution of ad Marinum I.1 when other resolutions were possible and arguably less controversial. Alternate solutions could include explaining the apparent discrepancy (cf. answer two to question one) or denying that the contradiction exists (cf. answer one to question two), and could also incorporate an allegorical reading of the text. The issue then is not that this person wrote with apologetic motives but how he chose to do so. 70 Contrast the change to the indicative mood (fhsi *) in the second answer. complements the position, criticized above in this article, "that the reading is double" (Part I.1, last paragraph). It also supports the corresponding elaborate program of showing that the various readings do not contradict one another. With recourse to such harmonizing tendencies, the potential danger of perplexing questions is nullified. The author thus advocates that one should not favor a certain passage rather than another as the more accurate account (t} & mh + ma & llon tau *thn e $kei *nhv, h / e $kei *nhn tau *thv). Such a harmonizing approach to the manifold character of sacred scripture has obvious implications for the eventual prevalence of Mark 16,9Ϫ20 in nearly all MSS of Mark. In contrast to the unusually judicious attitude toward textual evidence in answer one, the blatantly uncritical perspective of answer two reveals something important about the argument for retaining the Longer Ending as a reliable, and presumably original, part of Mark's Gospel. The criterion assumed here is that, if a passage like the Longer Ending can be shown to agree with other received texts, its authenticity should not be questioned.
Elsewhere I have argued that the author of the Longer Ending knew and drew heavily from the four Gospels that eventually were incorporated into the NT, in order to make his addition to Mark resemble these writings that had gained at least some level of acceptance in certain Christian communities. 71 The author of this Markan ending wrote around 120Ϫ150 C. E. after the collection of the NT Gospels and before Justin Martyr's First Apology. 72 Around the middle of the second century, then, at least one copy of the Second Gospel ended with Mark 16,9Ϫ20. Assuming that the earliest recoverable ending to Mark is e $fobou &nto ga * r (16,8), the addition of the Longer Ending must, at least initially and perhaps for some decades, have constituted a minority reading. Certain rather distinctive features of Mark 16,9Ϫ20 notwithstanding, 73 many parts of the passage clearly resemble other passages of the NT Gospels. The similarities of the Longer Ending to other esteemed writings would thus make it impossible for someone with the perspective of the second answer to raise doubts concerning the Longer Ending's authenticity. If the hermeneutic of harmonization of this second answer were later applied to this . 73 Some of the more distinctive elements of this passage, namely the expectation that ordinary believers will perform miracles (shmei &a, vv. 17a, 20), including the picking up of snakes (v. 18a) and the ability to survive the drinking of a deadly substance with impunity (v. 18b), are discussed in Kelhoffer, Miracle (see n. 1), 245Ϫ472. minority reading, there would be a significant impetus for, as eventually did occur, adding this passage to many other manuscripts of Mark that previously had not contained the Longer Ending. If it is also granted that the perspective of answer two was far from unique in the early centuries of Christendom, it can be inferred that over time such an attitude contributed to the evolution of a minority reading into the majority of witnesses. Scholars have long known, as J. Burgon put it, that the early church fathers were "but very children in the Science of Textual Criticism." 74 The naiveté with which 'text-critical' problems were sometimes dismissed is perhaps nowhere stated more bluntly in all of early Christian literature than in the ad Marinum: if one is able to harmonize two passages like Matt 28 and Mark 16, it is appropriate, and even preferable, to ignore manuscript evidence questioning the authenticity of one of the passages. This criterion as reflected in the ad Marinum may also shed light on the eventual prevalence of other secondary expansions like the "Shorter Ending" of Mark found, for example, in Codex Bobbiensis (it k ), 75 as well as of passages like John 7,53Ϫ8,11, John 21,1Ϫ25 and perhaps also Romans 16. As is evidenced by the interpolation between Mark 16,14 and 16,15 in Codex Freerianius (W, 0,32), the Longer Ending itself was not immune to expansion by a later author. 76 Indeed, if the manuscript evidence presented in the first answer were regarded as immaterial by those who affirmed the second answer, there would conceivably be no limit to the types of additions, corrections and alterations that could be introduced to esteemed early Christian writings, especially if such changes were made in order to resolve perplexities arising from a comparison of these same writings with one another. 77 74 Burgon, Verses (see n. 6), 49. As noted above, Burgon makes the dubious suggestion that the testimony of ad Marinum I.a concerning Mark 16,9Ϫ20 thus cannot be reliable. 75 The Shorter Ending of Mark may be translated as follows: "And all that had been commanded them they told briefly (or: promptly; Gk.: sunto *mwv) to those around Peter. And afterward Jesus himself sent out through them, from east to west, the sacred and imperishable proclamation of eternal salvation." 76 After the Longer Ending was written, and apparently before the time of Jerome in the early-fifth century (Jerome, c. Pelag. II 15), the author of the interpolation known as the Freer-Logion placed into the mouths of Jesus and the disciples the following exchange, which occurs between Mark 16,14 and 16,15: "And they replied, saying, 'This age of lawlessness and unbelief is under Satan, who by means of evil spirits does not permit the true power of God to be apprehended; therefore reveal your righteousness now.' They were speaking to Christ, and Christ said to them in reply, 'The limit of the years of the authority of Satan has been fulfilled, but other terrible things draw near, even for the sinners on whose behalf I was delivered up to death, that they might turn to the truth and sin no more, in order that they might inherit the spiritual and incorruptible glory of righteousness which is in heaven" (English translation: V. Taylor, The Gospel According to St. Mark, London 1957, 614Ϫ615).
VII. The End of Mark: The ad Marinum and Analogous Claims in Early and Medieval Christian Writings
Despite the primary concerns of the author of the ad Marinum, Westcott and Hort are correct to note that the first answer given in Part I has "an independent value." 78 This answer, moreover, merits study in relation to statements made by subsequent Christian authors. Assessing the value and legacy of this testimony is the subject of this section. The position to be argued here is that the ad Marinum's first answer to question one concerning the state of the Markan MSS was both credible and, to a certain extent, verifiable at the time this author wrote in the fourth century or earlier. In addition, statements concerning the end of Mark like those in the ad Marinum occur in a number of later Christian writings. It thus remains to consider the ad Marinum's testimony concerning the conclusion of Mark in relation to analogous statements made by other Christian authors and scribes.
According to the ad Marinum, the person who rejects Mark 16,9Ϫ20 would do so because the passage does not appear in most and in the most accurate copies of the Second Gospel. In particular, the more reliable MSS of Mark end at Mark 16,8:
… the one who rejects (o < … a $ qetw & n) the passage itself, [namely] the pericope which says this, might say that it does not appear in all the copies of the Gospel according to Mark. At any rate, the accurate ones of the copies (ta + … a $ kribh & tw & n a $ ntigra * fwn) define the end of the history according to Mark with the words of the young man who appeared to the women and said to them, 'Do not fear. You are seeking Jesus the Nazarene' and the [words] that follow. In addition to these, it says, 'And having heard [this] they fled, and they said nothing to anyone, for they were afraid.' For in this way the ending of the Gospel according to Mark is defined in nearly all the copies. The things that appear next, seldom [and] in some but not in all [of the copies] (spani *wv e >n tisin a $ ll$ ou $k e $n pa & si), may be spurious, especially since it implies a contradiction to the testimony of the rest of the evangelists. 77 At least two parts of the above statement merit attention here: the possible identity of the manuscripts which this author may have known and the extent to which the author's observation is attested elsewhere in subsequent Christian writings. 79 First, the manuscripts of Mark that do not include the Longer Ending at some point after Mark 16,8 could hardly be described as comprising a majority of the surviving witnesses. But they are some of the earliest and best. Perhaps most significantly, Sinaiticus (a) and Vaticanus (B) end promptly with e $fobou &nto ga * r (Mark 16,8) . The same is true for 304, 1420 and 2386, as well as for the Sinaitic Syriac (S s ), the Old Latin of Codex Bobbiensis (it k ), numerous Old Armenian (about one hundred MSS) and the two oldest Georgian translations of Mark. 80 The possibility is to be acknowledged, of course, that this author's claim to knowledge of a more 'accurate' textual tradition for the end of Mark may constitute something of a rhetorical device. As is discussed below in this article, later Christian authors made strikingly similar claims about the best MSS of Mark in order to defend the authenticity of the Longer Ending. Nonetheless, the survival of such diverse witnesses reflecting no knowledge of Mark 16,9Ϫ20 suggests the likelihood that the testimony of the ad Marinum was, in fact, both credible and, to a certain extent, verifiable at the time it was written in the fourth century or earlier. 81 The use of this knowledge concerning MSS of Mark by the author of the ad Marinum for the apologetic purpose of defending the consistency and accuracy of the biblical writings may reflect a novel use of such 'text-critical' data and, moreover, attests a manuscript tradition preserved by precious few of the surviving witnesses. ceived attention from J. W. Burgon, B. F. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort, C. R. Williams, K. Aland, J. Hug and others, who were interested primarily in the debate concerning the authorship, or authenticity, of the Longer Ending. The primary foci of this discussion are the extent to which the ad Marinum's claims found both supporters and dissenters, as well as what can be learned about the way in which 'text-critical' matters were approached by other authors and scribes in the early and medieval church. As much as possible, these writings will be discussed chronologically and with reference to the larger argument or agenda of each author. Certain points of similarity between some of these writings and MSS will be noted in passing here and will be summarized at the end of this article.
As mentioned above, Jerome's letter ad Hedybiam de Quaestionibus Duodecim (Ep. CXX: "to Hedybia concerning twelve questions," ca. 406Ϫ407 C. E.) reflects knowledge of the ad Marinum. The problems addressed in questions 3Ϫ6 of Jerome's letter correspond to the order and content of the four questions of the ad Marinum. Throughout the answers Jerome offers, there appear numerous instances of borrowing from and, perhaps, paraphrasing of the ad Marinum. Furthermore, the fact that Jerome's longer letter responds to more questions than the ad Marinum does (twelve rather than four) and the likelihood, discussed above, that the ad Marinum is an epitome of a longer work suggest the possibility, worthy of a full investigation, that Jerome preserves an earlier and more complete version of the writing upon which the ad Marinum is based. Of particular interest is Jerome's comment concerning the Longer Ending:
Cuius quaestionis duplex solutio est. Aut enim non recipimus Marci testimonium, quod in raris fertur euangeliis, omnibus Graeciae libris paene hoc capitulum in fine non habentibus, praesertim cum diuersa atque contraria euangelistis certis narrare uideatur … . The solution to this question is twofold. Either we do not receive the testimony of Mark, which appears scarcely in [copies of] the Gospel, while almost all books in Greek do not have this pericope at the end, especially since it seems to narrate things different and contrary to certain evangelists. … 82 Jerome's letter thus offers the earliest terminus ante quem for the ad Marinum, which can be placed in the fourth century or earlier. Such a date would be 82 Jerome, Ep. CXX 3. The above citation may, albeit unintentionally, leave the impression of an anacolouthon. Jerome argues that one accepts either (aut, in the above citation) the first point concerning the witness of most manuscripts or (aut, not in the above citation) the second answer of harmonization. Such a claim, of course, stands in tension with his initial statement, Cuius quaestionis duplex solutio est. As in the ad Marinum, the above statement occurs after the question is raised and, moreover, following a citation of Mark 16,9Ϫ11, which does not occur in the ad Marinum. Afterward, as in the ad Marinum, the second answer to this question follows. Latin text: I. Hilberg, Sancti Eusebii Hieronymi Epistulae (CSEL 55), Vindobonae 2 1996, 470Ϫ515, here: 481; cf. PL 22,986Ϫ987.
consistent with the ad Marinum's Eusebian authorship, but cannot, of course, confirm it. There is no reason that the ad Marinum or the material incorporated by its author or epitomizer could not date to even the third century or earlier. 83 Since Jerome had already traveled widely in the East before he wrote this letter, his knowledge of the ad Marinum could have arisen from his journeys in any of a number of different geographical locales. 84 Thus, Jerome offers a firm terminus ante quem for the ad Marinum but no sign of where the ad Marinum itself may have arisen. Equally significant, Jerome betrays no indication that he possesses any independent knowledge of the textual history of the Longer Ending. 85 He himself may have known of MSS that concluded with Mark 16,8, but the statement of his letter neither establishes nor denies this point. 86 It has been noted above that, although likely, it cannot be proven that the author of the ad Marinum himself possessed such knowledge. The important point here is that, for both of these authors, the testimony was regarded as credible enough to be reproduced.
Perhaps like the author of the ad Marinum (scedo +n e $n a % pasi toi &v a $ ntigra * foiv), Jerome could both mention the evidence against the passage's authenticity (omnibus Graeciae libris paene) and nonetheless translate Mark 16,9Ϫ20 in the Vulgate. 87 The inclusion of the Longer Ending in the Vulgate, 83 If one grants that the Longer Ending is not an authentic part of Mark; that the earliest copies closest to the autograph of Mark lacked this passage; and that the witness of answer one to MSS of Mark is reliable, the author of the ad Marinum probably wrote at a time when most MSS still lacked the Longer Ending, quite possibly in the third century or earlier. If, on the other hand, it is much later (i. e., early-fourth century, around the time of Eusebius), then the first answer would indicate that the Longer Ending gained only regional acceptance during the first two centuries after this passage was added to the end of Mark. 84 See J. N. D. Kelly, Jerome: His Life, Writings and Controversies, London 1975, 135, 164; cf. 116Ϫ140, who discusses, inter alia, Jerome's travels in Palestine (e. g., in ca. 387 C. E.) and access to the famous library at Caesarea. 85 Jerome, Ep. CXX 3Ϫ5. On this point see also Burgon, Verses (see n. 6), 51Ϫ57; Farmer, Verses (see n. 6), 22: Jerome's "letter to Hedibia is secondary to the text attributed to Eusebius;" and Hug, finale (see n. 6), 12, 194. Cox's argument that Jerome was independent of the ad Marinum is not persuasive (History [see n. 65], 34Ϫ36). Cox seems to be responding to Burgon, who had discounted the significance of certain patristic witnesses against the authenticity of Mark 16,9Ϫ20. According to Burgon, these writers were dependent on the opinion that "Eusebius" cited, but like "Eusebius" himself did not agree with it themselves. In responding to Burgon's dubious inference, Cox overlooks the obvious verbal similarities between the ad Marinum and Jerome's letter. 86 Against Williams, Appendices (see n. 6), 446, who argues that "Jerome, likewise, would not have repeated this statement unless he too was familiar with MSS of this type." 87 Cf. Williams, Appendices (see n. 6), 446. Such an inclusion in the Vulgate, of course, says nothing about Jerome's own view of the Longer Ending, for Jerome translated also books like Judith and Tobit under protest. moreover, must have had a positive effect on the subsequent reception of the passage in the Latin West. Due to the influence of Tatian's Diatessaron (ca. 172 C. E.), which incorporates the Longer Ending, one can infer the same also in the case of the Syriac-speaking East by the time of the late-second century. 88 Writing a generation or two after Jerome did, Hesychius of Jerusalem (d. 450 C. E., or shortly thereafter) unambiguously states that the Gospel of Mark did not originally include post-resurrection appearances. Question 52 of his Collectio Difficultatum et Solutionum is concerned with the various accounts of the vision (o $ptasi *a) beheld by the women who visited Jesus' tomb. 89 Part of Hesychius' answer is concerned with the identity of those to whom Jesus later appeared:
Diafo *rwv ga + r pro +v to + mnh & ma dramou *saiv, ou $ tai &v au $tai &v gunaixi *n, a $ lla + pote + me +n dusi +n e $x au $tw & n, pote + de + mi{ & e <te *r{ par$ au $ta + v tugcanou *s|, pote + de + a > llaiv, diafo *rwv kai + o < Ku *riov e $fa * nh‚ w ' n t| & me +n w < v a $ sqeneste *r{, t| & de + w < v teleiote *r{ tugcanou *s|‚ katallh * lwv e $me *trei to +n e <autou & e $mfanismo +n o < Ku *riov. %Oqen Ma * rkov me +n e $n e $pito *m} ta + me *cri tou & e <no +v a $ gge *lou dielqw * n, to +n lo *gon kate *pausen. For [he appeared] to different women who ran to the tomb, not to the same women, but now to 'two of them,' and then to one other one who happened to be with them, and again to others, and the Lord appeared in various ways; [he appeared] to one of these who happened to be rather weak, and to another more mature. The Lord apportioned the manifestation of himself in a way appropriate [to their capacities]. For which reason Mark, having narrated briefly the [events] up to the one angel, 90 ended his account. 91 Much like the author of the ad Marinum, Hesychius mentions the conclusion to the Second Gospel in a work comprising questions and answers on scripture. Unlike Jerome, however, Hesychius gives no indication that he knows a tradition like that of the ad Marinum.
The probability of Hesychius' independence vis-à-vis the ad Marinum is strengthened by his silence concerning the Longer Ending at two other points in his Collectio. For example, his answer to question 50, like question one in the ad Marinum, is concerned with the timing of the resurrection in the Gospels. 92 Although the goal of resolving inconsistencies is the same in both writings, Hesychius never repeats either of the two solutions given after the ad Marinum's first question. In addition, the question in his Coll. 54, like question 52, presupposes that Mark ends at 16,8. Question 54 asks why in Mark, differently from Matthew, Luke and John, the women are silent (siwpa * w) and do not relate the news of the resurrection to the apostles. 93 Nowhere does Hesychius resort to Mark 16,9Ϫ11, according to which at least Mary Magdalene reported such a message. His statements in Coll. 52 concerning the end of Mark thus add a significant testimony concerning the content of this Gospel known to at least one author in the first half of the fifth century. The independence of this witness is corroborated by Hesychius' statements in Coll. 50 and 54.
One peculiarity about Hesychius' response to question 52 (cited above), however, is that, whereas he distinguishes between the content of the Second Gospel and that of Mark 16,9Ϫ20, he nonetheless seems to incorporate parts of the Longer Ending in his discussion of Jesus' post-resurrection appearances. Perhaps most clearly, his reference to an appearance to two of the women (pote + me +n dusi +n e $x au $tw & n) seems to draw from the Longer Ending's second appearance. 94 Lk 24,13Ϫ35 narrates a similar appearance to two of Jesus' (male) disciples (du *o e $x au $tw & n, Lk 24,13). Yet nowhere in Mark 16,12 is it claimed that both of the people to whom Jesus appeared were male. 95 Since in the Second Gospel, Mark 16,12Ϫ13 follows an appearance to Mary Magdalene (16,9Ϫ11) and the women are the focus of attention in Mark 15,42 Ϫ 16,8, Hesychius infers that those to whom Jesus appeared in Mark 16,12 were two of the women who had visited Jesus' tomb. Moreover, his mention of an appearance to a different woman who had been with the initial group (mi{ & e <te *r{ par$ au $ta + v tugcanou *s|) may be an adaptation of Mark 16,9. 96 As was observed with Jerome, then, there is thus an implicit ambiguity in Hesychius' testimony concerning the content of Mark and the canonical status of Mark 16,9Ϫ20. Although Mark did not include material like that of the Longer Ending, one or more parts of this pericope can still illuminate the Lord's post-resurrection appearances (Coll. 52). Such use of Mark 16,9Ϫ20 for the apologetic purpose of defending the accuracy of the NT Gospels could well have provided an additional impetus to subsequent Christian authors for preserving this pericope that was known to be spurious. Appeals to the Longer Ending for dogmatic purposes arose not quite three centuries before Hesychius wrote and date at least as early as Irenaeus' (ca. 180 C. E.) citation of Mark 16,19. 97 What is new with Hesychius is the use of the passage despite his awareness of the 'text-critical' problem concerning the Longer Ending.
In addition to Jerome's letter, the content of the ad Marinum is both presupposed and affirmed in a homily of Severus of Antioch (465Ϫ534 C. E.): e $n me +n ou #n toi &v a $ kribeste *roiv a $ ntigra * foiv to + kata + Ma * rkon eu $agge *lion me *cri tou & e $fobou &nto ga + r e >cei to + te *lov. $En de + tisi proskei &tai kai + tau &ta‚ 'Anasta + v de + prwi prw * t| sabba * tou e $fa * nh prw & ton Mari *{ t| & Magdalhn| & a $ f' h ' v e $kbeblh * kei e <pta + daimo *nia. Thus, in the more accurate copies, the Gospel according to Mark ends at the [passage], 'For they were afraid.' But in some [copies] this too is added: 'And having risen early on the first day of the week, he appeared first to Mary Magdalene.' 98 Mention of the more accurate copies (e $n … toi &v a $ kribeste *roiv a $ ntigra * foiv) of Mark calls to mind the assessment of the first answer to question one in the ad Marinum (ta + … a $ kribh & tw & n a $ ntigra * fwn).
Nonetheless, Severus also seems to follow the ad Marinum's second answer to question one with regard to resolving the possible contradiction in chronology between the Longer Ending and Matt 28: it is necessary to pause (u <posti *xai crh * ) between a $ nasta + v de * and prwi prw * t| sabba * tou in Mark 16,9. 99 In addition, toward the end of this homily, Severus demonstrates further his own acceptance of the Longer Ending as an authentic part of Mark when he cites Mark 16,19 as to + para + t} & Ma * rk} gegramme *non. 100 Once again, despite an awareness of the 'text-critical' problem concerning the canonical status of the Longer Ending, the passage may nonetheless be cited for the edification of the congregation. Such a use of Mark 16,9Ϫ20 in a liturgical setting, like that by Hesychius of Jerusalem for apologetic purposes, could also have contributed to the acceptance of this passage as an original part of the Second Gospel.
Positive echoes of the tradition against the Longer Ending's authenticity preserved in the ad Marinum like those discussed above were not universal in the early church, however. A striking exception to the views of Jerome, Hesychius of Jerusalem and Serverus of Antioch survives in a catena attributed to Victor of Antioch (flour. ca. 500 C. E.). Rather little is known about Victor, and even less is certain about the origin and date of the catena to which his name was eventually attached. One statement incorporated into this writing, which also appeared in a plethora of medieval minuscules, offers the following observations concerning the disparate witnesses to Mark's original conclusion: $pifero *mena, e $n t} & kata + ma * rkon eu $aggeli *} para + plei *stoiv a $ ntigra * foiv ou $ kei &ntai, w < v no *qa nomi *santev au $ta * tinev ei #nai‚ h < mei &v de + e $x a $ kribw & n a $ ntigra * fwn w < v e $n plei *stoiv eu <ro *ntev au $ta + kata + to + palaistinai &on eu $agge *lion ma * rkou, w < v e >cei h < a $ lh * qeia sunteqei *kamen, kai + th + n e $n au $t} & e $piferome *nhn despotikh + n a $ na * stasin meta + to + e $fobou &nto ga * r, tou *testin a $ po + Initially it is suggested that most MSS (para + plei *stoiv a $ ntigra * -foiv) do not contain the Longer Ending. Later, however, the author claims that most of them do (e $n plei *stoiv). The first statement probably constitutes an echo of the ad Marinum, 102 but it is not a sympathetic echo. Whereas the ad Marinum takes the position that both the majority and the most accurate of the copies lack the Longer Ending, this text takes the opposite position, namely that most accurate copies include Mark 16,9Ϫ20. The echo of a statement like, or the same as, that of the ad Marinum thus points to an author who sought to discredit the earlier writing's claims. Unlike the harmonization found in the second answer to question one in the ad Marinum, the author of the material incorporated into this catena cites a superior textual tradition that, in his view, refutes that of other manuscripts that lack Mark 16,9Ϫ20. Much about the origin and content of the edition of Mark to which this author refers is unknown. One or more copies of it may, in fact, have existed in Palestine at some point. The crux interpretum for this author is that the so-called Palestinian edition of Mark, which includes the Longer Ending, is regarded as authoritative.
In light of the reading of this allegedly Palestinian edition of Mark, moreover, this author has even taken the liberty of adding (sunti *qhmi) the Longer Ending to witnesses that previously had not contained it. Furthermore, Kurt Aland notes that, with certain minor variations, statements much the same as the one attributed to Victor of Antioch occur in a myriad of minuscules dating from the tenth to the sixteenth centuries. 103 One can only wonder how many scribes may likewise have appended Mark 16,9Ϫ20 to MSS of Mark during the medieval period.
In addition, an analogous understanding of the manuscript tradition occurs in the eleventh-century Minuscules 20 and 215: e $nteu &qen e %wv tou & te *louv e >n tisi tw & n a $ ntigra * fwn ou $ kei &tai‚ e $n de + toi &v a $ rcai *oiv pa * nta a $ para * leipta kei &tai From here until the end does not occur in some of the manuscripts; but in the old ones the entire passage occurs without omission. 104 sion of the passage (Verses [see n. 6], 288Ϫ289; cf. 59Ϫ65.269Ϫ290; Farmer, Verses [see n. 6], 24Ϫ26). Different from a commentary, a catena is a collection of authoritative interpretations of one or more esteemed documents, e. g., scripture (C. In these two minuscules the ancient tradition attesting the Longer Ending is deemed not specifically as Palestinian but rather is said to comprise that of the old manuscripts as opposed to those of more recent origin. A perhaps insoluble question concerns whether the assertion in the catena attributed to Victor was borrowed from one or more of these minuscules (or, perhaps, their prototypes), or whether the copyists of the minuscules were ultimately dependent upon this catena or its source. Whatever the origin of this testimony, such awareness concerning different Markan endings must have been rather widespread during the Middle Ages. Like the solution of harmonization advocated in the ad Marinum, the textual emendation advocated in the statement incorporated into this catena offers an additional reason why witnesses like Sinaiticus, Vaticanus and the Sinaitic Syriac, which lack the Longer Ending, are, numerically speaking, in the distinct minority. Given this statement's widespread occurrence in the catena and in over forty minuscules, it may well, as mentioned above, have given the impetus for any number of scribes to add Mark 16,9Ϫ20 to their edition(s) of the Second Gospel. Likewise, writing perhaps shortly after Theophylactus, 107 Euthymius Zigabenus (eleventh or twelfth c. C. E.) makes nearly the same declaration:
fasi + de * tinev tw & n e $xhghtw & n e $ntau &qa sumplhrou &sqai to + kata + Ma * rkon eu $agge *lion‚ ta + de + e $fexh & v prosqh * khn ei #nai metagene *steran. Crh + de + kai + tau *thn e <rmhneu &sai, mede +n t| & a $ lhqei *{ lumainome *nhn. 108 Once again an ambiguous perspective on the canonical status of the Longer Ending surfaces: care must be taken in the interpretation of Mark 16,9Ϫ20 because some say that Mark did not include post-resurrection appearances. Not specified, however, is just how one should interpret the passage without harming the truth.
Precedents for this principle of distinguishing between the Gospel of Mark and the Longer Ending, on the one hand, and of affirming the canonicity of Mark 16,9Ϫ20, on the other, were observed above in both Hesychius of Jerusalem and Severus of Antioch. The affirming of such a dichotomy has found a host of followers among scholars of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries as well. 109 Accordingly, just because an ancient, medieval or even a modern author deems that Mark 16,9Ϫ20 should not be denied some association with the Second Gospel and thus be interpreted as scripture, such an evaluation does not necessarily bespeak his or her view of the passage's authorship or origin.
Theophylactus and Euthymius were not alone among those in the Middle Ages who were aware of problems with the end of Mark. For example, a note in Minuscule 199 (twelfth century) offers the following caution before Mark 16,9: e $n tisi tw & n a $ ntigra * fwn ou $ kei &tai tou &tw [sic]‚ a $ ll$ e $ntau &qa katapau *ei‚ In some of the copies this does not occur, but it stops here [i. e., at 16,8]. 110 Striking here is the lack of an explanation why some manuscripts lack the Longer Ending, or whether one set of witnesses should be accepted over another.
Furthermore, in another group of minuscules one finds, with certain variations, the following:
On the one hand, in some of the copies the evangelist is finished at this point [i. e., As is well known, Eusebius of Caesarea referred to himself by the name of his beloved teacher, Pamphilus of Caesarea (d. 310 C. E.). Noteworthy in the above statement is the reference to an ancient and esteemed church leader who recognized the canonicity of Mark 1,1Ϫ16,8 but not of the Longer Ending. The authority cited here seems to be the Eusebian Canons, which do not, in fact, include material from Mark 16,9Ϫ20. 112 Moreover, although a connection is sometimes postulated between the testimonies of the Eusebian Canons and of the ad Marinum, this cannot necessarily be assumed. 113 Of particular interest in this group of minuscules is Minuscule 22 (twelfth century), in which the following appears between Mark 16,8 and 16,9:
e $fobou &nto ga * r t e *lov e $n tisi tw & n a > ntigra * fwn e >wv w ' de plhrou &tai o < e $u aggelisth * v‚ e $n polloi &v de + kai + tau &ta fe *retai Anasta + v de + prwi prw * th sabba * twn. As C. R. Williams observes, the word te *lov appears in red in the text. On the next line the note follows, still in red and in the same hand but written in shorter lines, before the text of the Longer Ending is given.
The early and medieval patristic and manuscript evidence discussed in this section supports the conclusion that, despite intense pressures from a variety of areas to resolve problems concerning the end of the Gospel of Mark, such difficulties continued to be recognized throughout the early and medieval periods. 115 Moreover, just as passages like Mark 16,9Ϫ20 were preserved because they were known to be ancient, so perhaps also were notices concerning the original conclusion to Mark passed along because they too had become part of the tradition.
VII. Conclusions
What began as an analysis of one author's apologetic response to a question concerning the chronology of Matt 28 as compared with Mark 16 has given rise to a fuller understanding of contrasting perspectives in the early and medieval church about the original conclusion to the Gospel of Mark. This study has also considered the importance Ϫ or, alternately, the irrelevance Ϫ of text-critical observations to those who took part in such debates. The first response given to the ad Marinum's first question is striking both for its apparent awareness of text-critical information and its drawing on the same to dispel the chronological difficulty: the best copies of the Second Gospel (ta + … a $ kribh & tw & n a $ ntigra * fwn) do not contain Mark 16,9Ϫ20, which occurs only seldom (spani *wv) in certain witnesses. Analogous statements resounded subsequently in a number of other early and medieval writings and manuscripts.
The significance of this part of the ad Marinum and of other such statements seems not to have been recognized in the modern period before the work of Andreas Birch at the turn of the nineteenth century. 116 Rather, for centuries and with rare exception, this brief excerpt of the ad Marinum has been discussed without regard for the context of this writing or for the agenda of its author. Much of this article comprises an effort to move beyond this impasse and to suggest by way of demonstration that all patristic witnesses to the text of the NT must, to the extent that it is possible, be analyzed in relation to what is known about a particular author, the writing as a whole in which they occur, or both. Since the ascription of the ad Marinum to Eusebius of Caesarea seems likely, but is not certain, the life and works of this prolific and influential individual have been discussed only in passing here. Instead, a discussion of the ad Marinum as a whole and of similar statements in subsequent Christian writings and manuscripts has received primary consideration. This investigation has yielded a number of insights concerning the practice of 'textual criticism' in the early and medieval church.
First, the author of the ad Marinum is not interested primarily in 'textual criticism' per se but rather in resolving a discrepancy concerning the point at which the women visited Jesus' tomb. This task is not an easy one. Matthew places their visit on Saturday evening (o $ye + … sabba * twn, Matt 28,1), and Mark describes it as occurring somewhat later, on Sunday morning (li *an prwi t| & mi{ & tw & n sabba * twn, Mark 16,2; cf. Lk 24,1, John 20,1). To resolve this difficulty, the author mentions that Mark 16,9Ϫ20 occurs only in a few, less reliable manuscripts. Related consistently in the optative mood, however, this first solution is apparently offered with some reservation. The author's primary concern is that the difficulty be resolved and not that others in the church pay greater heed to the diverse readings of different witnesses.
This main interest seems also to be the reason that a second, and markedly different, solution is offered to the same question concerning Matt 28,1 and Mark 16,2. The ad Marinum's second answer to question one, moreover, supports an alternate theory how a spurious minority reading could Ϫ as, of course, it eventually did Ϫ find a place in the majority of later MSS of Mark. The primary motivation of answer two stems from fear of 'daring' to omit any contested part of scripture under any circumstances, especially if it can be harmonized with other received passages. Thus, if a problematic text can be construed as agreeing with other Gospel accounts, one must never consider dispensing with it. On the basis of such a criterion, the general tendency would be to include, rather than exclude, questionable passages like Mark 16,9Ϫ20, Mark's Shorter Ending (Codex Bobbiensis [it k ] ) and John 7,53Ϫ8,11. Despite the dogmatic purposes of this author, the testimony in the first answer to question one concerning the state of the Markan MSS was likely both credible and, to a certain extent, verifiable at the time the author wrote in the fourth century or earlier. A perhaps unanswerable question, however, is whether the author himself possessed direct knowledge of the manuscripts, or if he incorporated from an earlier source this information, which could have originated in the third century or, for that matter, at any point in the second century after the Longer Ending had been appended to Mark.
Of arguably equal significance are statements by a host of subsequent authors and scribes concerning the end of Mark. The earliest of these is Jerome, whose letter ad Hedybiam (Ep. CXX 3) concurs with the ad Marinum that "almost all books in Greek" do not contain Mark 16,9Ϫ20. Moreover, and apparently independently of both the ad Marinum and Jerome, Hesychius of Jerusalem states that Mark did not include post-resurrection narratives (Coll. Diff. et Sol. 52; cf. 50.54). Severus of Antioch (Hom. 77) also affirms unequivocally that the more accurate copies (e $n … toi &v a $ kribeste *roiv a $ ntigra * foiv) of Mark end at 16,8. A similar tradition is preserved and, notably, opposed in a catena attributed to Victor of Antioch and in numerous medieval minuscules, the latest of which dates to the sixteenth century. According to the catena and these medieval minuscules, a Palestinian version of Mark, which includes Mark 16,9Ϫ20, offers an authoritative textual tradition that justifies the appending of the Longer Ending to copies of Mark without the passage.
Despite the apparent practice of adding the Longer Ending to manuscripts that previously had not contained the passage, the tenacity of other MSS concluding Mark at 16,8 is evident in the nearly identical statements of Theophylactus of Ochrida (Enarr. in Ev. Marci Note 90; ca. 1055/56Ϫ1107/08 or 1125/ 26 C. E.) and of Euthymius Zigabenus (Comm. in Marcum 48; eleventh or twelfth c. C. E.). Cautionary notes in certain medieval witnesses Ϫ for example, in Minuscules 22 and 199 Ϫ also point to a continued awareness of unresolved problems concerning the end of Mark. At such a late date, however, one cannot help but wonder whether marginal notes concerning the Markan endings had themselves become part of the tradition that, like the scripture itself, was routinely passed down from one generation to the next. There is thus more work to be done in the analysis of these and other scribal notes about variant readings among NT MSS.
The individual analyses of this article have highlighted at least three areas of NT scholarship for which an informed approach to the ad Marinum is significant. First, with regard to the earliest recoverable conclusion to the Gospel of Mark, the surviving manuscript witnesses to the ending at Mark 16,8 need to be evaluated alongside statements in the ad Marinum, Jerome's letter, Hesychius of Jerusalem's Collectio and Severus of Antioch's homily. Each of these four writings can be placed within two centuries of the approximate dates for Sinaiticus (a) and Vaticanus (B). At the very least, these authors preserve an indisputably accurate tradition concerning the content of the earliest manuscripts of Mark; the authors could well have been able to verify this information themselves.
Second, this article has discussed a variety of conflicting approaches to text-critical issues and their implications. Perhaps the best example of this are the two answers to question one in the ad Marinum. The possible effects of the harmonizing approach of answer two on the subsequent reception of Mark 16,9Ϫ20 have been summarized above. Similar inconsistencies were noted in various other Christian authors. Jerome, for example, could concur with the ad Marinum's first answer but still include the Longer Ending in his Latin Vulgate. Likewise, Hesychius of Jerusalem could, in the same part of his homily, state that Mark did not include post-resurrection appearances, but nonetheless use material from the Longer Ending to elucidate these same appearances. Part of the catena attributed to Victor of Antioch and preserved also in scribal notes in a plethora of medieval minuscules mentions a claim like that of the ad Marinum's first answer to question one only in order to refute it by referring to an alleged Palestinian edition of Mark. Finally, Theophylactus and Euthymius acknowledge the opinion of certain interpreters that Mark ends at 16,8: both medieval authors maintain that the Longer Ending must be interpreted, but also advocate caution in its use. In all of these writings a discernible pattern is evident: an awareness of the text-critical problem concerning Mark 16,9Ϫ20 does not necessarily lead to a decision to refrain from making use of this passage.
It can thus be overly simplistic, if not misleading, to classify patristic witnesses into those who are "for" or "against" a certain reading. On the contrary, an alleged witness for the Longer Ending's omission my, in his own day, have actually contributed to the acceptance of Mark 16,9Ϫ20 by virtue of his use of the passage for apologetic, dogmatic or hortatory purposes. As has also been mentioned above, patristic sources need to be analyzed in context and in comparison with one another. Although it is interesting, for example, that a certain author does or does not accept Mark 16,9Ϫ20 as an original part of the Second Gospel, equally fascinating are the ways in which various positions are supported and the extent to which these authors may agree with, or seek to refute, earlier judgments.
Finally, a brief comment on areas meriting further study. There remains much to be learned about the origin, content and transmission of the ad Marinum. Additional treasures, some of which hve been mentioned in passing here, also await (re-)discovery in other Quaestiones et Responsiones on scripture. In his 1993 presidential address to the Studiorum Novi Testamenti Societas, Martin Hengel emphasized the vital importance of a broad familiarity with patristic literature for those who specialize in NT. 117 This article affirms Hengel's judgment and also shows the value of an awareness of NT critical issues for the study of patristic literature. It is hoped that the observations offered here will contribute to these areas of inquiry and encourage further exploration of these and related questions.
